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Workshop Methods

1,Walking Tour to Find the Treasure ＆
Rough →Lecture①

2,Analyze by KJ method

3,Make a proposal with collage

4,Play design game with block models

to understand architectural environment



2,KJ method

・Dr.Kawakida Jiro, cultural anthropologist, created this 

problem-solving method from his field research practice

・Science of the field, not science of experimentation

・A creative technique for structurally integrating seemingly 

disparate events to discover some kind of meaning

・Write on sticky paper (one meaning per a sticky paper )

・Classify and analyze them・



2 types

 Type① :to write down on the sticky-

paper→grouping them →to write the title of 

each grouping→to analyze them

 Type②: to prepare the basic paper where flame 

to make grouping→to put the sticky papers to 

the basic paper→to analyze them

※ It can be classified when you put sticky-papers 
on the basic paper.



Type①

Grouping

and

Provide

each title

Overall Concept

Abolish or Renovate

Abolish

Renovate

Combined or Stand-alone

Stand-alone
Combined

Open golf course

Manegement



Type② Good Points Bad Points

Soft Ware

Hard Ware

People

System

Rule

Money

Facilities

Equipment

Tools

Furniture

There is a flame.

Put them on 

the flame

according to

The meaning



Walking 

Tour to

Find 

the Treasure 

& Rough

(Shiba-area,Tokyo)



Vegetable

Drying

Treasure!



Bench

Treasure!



Houseboats

treasure



Abandoning

bicycle

Rough!



Type②

Treasure Rough

Soft

Hard

Railroad Track

RoadBuilding

Fire Extinguisher

green
Equipment

Garbage

Bicycle

Life

Culture
Noise



Presentation

Sharing of

the results



Degree of relative priority (importance)

After grouping , Numbering according to the 

degree of relative priority (Importance) with 

discussion.



Suggestion

Soft

Hard

①Government Involvement

②Rule Making

①Create cafes

②Renovation 

③Community activities

③Evacuation site



2,Collage (cut and paste pictures)

・Useful for expressing a Town's future dreams.

・Easy for anyone to create.

・No one will complain, because they are images, 

・It is more exciting when it is a group collaborative work.

・Prepare materials (magazines, photos ,etc.) for cutting 

and pasting in advance.

・After creating the image, make a presentation and 

share it with everyone.



Examples of 

using collage in

Town-

redevelopment



１、Create a collage of future images of 

the ideal town together.



2, Finding keywords from the collage

Barrier-free. Third place to live. Town with 

flowers and greenery, and nature. Town 

where strolling is fun. Sky view. Square and 

garden need for harmony. Open café. 

Travel. Tourism. Beautiful city with unity. No 

electric poles. Resistant to disasters. Town 

with character. And so on



３、Discuss based on the keywords and summarize 

what is important to you as an ideal town.

 1. a third place is important

 2. a comfortable town

 3, a town resistant to disasters

 4, a town with symbiosis (young and old, man and woman)

 5, a town that can be proud of its hills.

 6, a town where neighbor get along with each other.

 7. a town where people can enjoy convenience , food  and drink

 8. a town where people can enjoy flowers and greenery



Why collage?

・In psychology, collage is from the 

unconscious made conscious.

・Creativity is the power to make the 

conscious from unconscious .

・To make use of what appears in the collage 

in design is to make use of creativity.

→This creativity is thought to create architecture 

and towns that heal and energize.



Structure of the mind

 Freud discovered the world of the 

unconscious and conscious in mind.

 Freud: Confession→Elucidation

 Adler: Confession→Elucidation

 →Education

 Jung: Confession→Elucidation

 →Education→Change

 ※Process of Creativity



Mechanism of creativity: Creativity is to make something 
conscious from unconscious.



Box Garden Therapy



Collage therapy 

has been developed

as a simplified 

version of 

box garden therapy

It is possible

for town planning

and architectural 

design

to use collage 

looking at creativity



Example,

Akasaka

Town

Planning

using

Collage

to make

Ten articles

of the town





Keywords from Collage
Japanese Modern,

Full of Greenery,

Adult Town,

Walking with Pleasure

High Quality and so on

Vision
This town towards

Japanese-Modern ,

full of greenery,  and

walking with pleasure.



Ten Articles of Our Town
①to discuss with Akasaka community

②to understand the ten Article

③to be a member of Akasaka community

④to  understand culture in Akasaka

⑤to regard barrier-free design

⑥to regard land-scape design

⑦to  regard greenery design

⑧to regard proper advertisement

⑨no to built Pachinko parlors 

⑩to regard walking with pleasure

Japanese-Modern style



Example

using

Collage

in 

Architectural 

design.

Share House



The Client

made

a collage

looking at

the dream



Reading and Feeling from the collage

 Characteristics: clean collage, my pace and generous, 

image of animals around flowers, intimacy of alleys, energy 

of market, peaceful of water.

 Keywords: clear sky, water, surround, cover, exit, gather, 

cute, gap, blue-green, relax, diversity, tolerance

 Concept: The sky can be seen from various places, and 
water can be seen. A place where healed and 

energized places togather.

 Space composition: After passing through the alley, there is 

a living room and a courtyard. The sky can be seen through 

the courtyard. Water can be seen,too.



Site



Plan: A Plan: B

Proposed two type of Zoning plan



Block Plan of Type-B



Planning 

of Type-B



Her nickname was Tulip
→named Tulip House
→Gentleness, prettiness
→so Roof became curbed!



Ground-breaking 

ceremony



Check the foundation, location, depth, thickness, rebars.
Checking is important for one of roles of architect.
!



Roofing Ceremony



Round window
→Showing off the carpenter's skills



Water table:.
To create water flow
Pumping equipment meeting



Exterior Construction:.

The client put tiles 

on the approach!

→User Participation in 

construction



Client‘s family did painting works together

→Participation in construction



Completion!





36 square meters in LDK!

→The residents share it.



Share-house 

creates 

human 

connections.



The water basin was created from the image of the collage.
It gives healing and energy to the residents.
The water table connects the outside to the inside, people to people,
and nature to nature.

The goodness of the share-house is that
the residents can use personal space + shared space



Tips for reading and feeling the collage

・Dense or thin （Lots of thoughts or not.）

・Colorful or not. （Lively or not.）

・Watching the image

（Capturing the Meaning of the Image）

・Watching the keywords and sketches

（Capturing the meaning)



3,Design Game
This method, established by Henry Sanoff, applies 

a game-like technique that participants can 

enjoy and participate in to a simulated urban 

development experience. There are various ways 

of doing this, such as survey cards and board 

game. By placing the block model on the site 

drawing and explaining it, it becomes easier for 

participants to understand and share the 

architectural environment.



Site map
Block models

Papers



Place the block 

models on the 

site drawing and 

explain it as you 

move it around.



Considering in more than one proposal

Type-A Type-B



Squares and parks will be created 

between buildings.



Summarize what we discussed

①The office building will be located on the Roppongi street side.

②Residential buildings will be located on the south side.

③A plaza and park will be located between the two buildings.

④The area around the temple should be green.

⑤A promenade will be built around the buildings.

⑥Shops should be set up around the plaza and park.

⑦A grand staircase and a ramp will connect the plaza and the 

park.

⑧Put a pond and a fountain in the park.



Choice is important for open to all.

Choice creates opportunities for participation.



To choose from 

two or three

zoning proposals Type-A

Type-C Type-B



points

1,Use methods that are easy for anyone to understand. 

(keywords, photos, models, etc.).

2, KJ method and collage can bring out participants' 

ideas and creativity.

3,Design games using block models is helpful for the 

participants to understand the architectural environment.

4,Choice will create opportunities for the participants.

5,It is important to use appropriate methods depending 

on the object, the purpose, and the participants.


